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What do Japanese people eat on 
New Year’s Eve?

Do you know Soba?
We eat soba (buckwheat noodles) on New Year’s Eve.
It has been a traditional dish for more than a thousand years.

Why is it eaten ? 

There are three major reasons:
1. Soba noodles are very long and so people believe them 

to symbolise long life.

2. They are easy to cut. Therefore they can cut down 
any evil or bad things in the year. 

3. They are very healthy. So after eating them,
people can welcome the new year with a healthy body.

Toshikoshi soba



Japanese people eat ” Osechi” which is 
a New year treat  from 1st January to 
3rd January .

Why is it eaten ? 

In the past,  it was served to God. 
Therefore, it was prepared in advance 
and put in a small food box.
It was believed that these boxes would 
bring good luck.

Also importantly, the Osechi meant that 
women didn’t need to cook for three 
whole days.

New year events and special dishes

Osechi



”Izushi” is made from malted rice and 
fermented salmon.
It’s the traditional dish eaten in 
Hokkaido.( Northern Japan )
This is a recipe inherited from
my husband’s family.

This tin tea pot is also one of my 
husband’s family heirlooms .



After eating the New year breakfast, 
we go to a shrine for the first visit. 



Omikuji →a paper fortune ( good luck charm)

Many Japanese people draw omikuji to learn their fortune for 
the new year.

I drew “Dai-Kichi” this year!

↑Good
大吉→“Dai-Kichi”= Very good luck / Best luck
吉 →”Kichi” = Good luck
中吉→”Cyu-kichi” = Average good luck
小吉→”Syou-Kichi”= Average luck
半吉→”Han-Kichi”= Half luck / Fair luck
末吉→”Sue-Kichi “= Lucky in the end / future good luck
凶 →”Kyo”= Bad luck / No luck
大凶→”Dai-Kyo”= Extremely bad luck

↓Bad



The majority of people don’t take 
these paper fortunes home
because they believe, if they leave 
them at a shrine, their dreams 
will come true.
So many people tie them to a 
rope and leave them.

This year I have the same wish as 
last year,  that the coronavirus 
pandemic will end as soon as 
possible.                              

Thanks  Tomomi


